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18.1  Introduction

In their review of bed bug biology, Reinhardt and Siva‐Jothy (2007) identified population and dispersal  ecology 
as aspects of bed bug biology for which data were sparse. In recent years, however, substantial progress has 
been made, with notable advances, particularly in our understanding of fine‐scale dispersal and population 
genetics of the Common bed bug, Cimex lectularius L. (Szalanski et al., 2008; Pfiester et al., 2009; Booth et al., 
2012, 2015; Saenz et al., 2012; Fountain et al., 2014; Akhoundi et al., 2015; Cooper et al., 2015; Narain et al., 
2015; Raab et al., 2016); unfortunately, such information is virtually non‐existent for the Tropical bed bug, 
Cimex hemipterus (F.). Through a combination of ecological and genetic approaches, insight has been gained 
into three aspects key to the development of effective management strategies:

 ● the origins of new infestations
 ● pathways to invasion
 ● propagule pressure.

With the array of molecular markers now available, questions previously out‐of‐reach using purely behavioral 
or ecological approaches can now be addressed with relative ease (Avise, 2004). To date, studies of bed bug 
population genetics have focused on two classes of molecular marker: mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and 
nuclear microsatellites. However, with advances in technology and lower costs, next‐generation sequencing 
methods are likely to become prominent in future studies.

It should be noted that this chapter deals exclusively with C. lectularius. To date, only a single study has 
assessed the use of genetic markers to study C. hemipterus (Majid and Kee, 2015). With its likely introduction 
and spread into sub‐tropical and temperate regions, genetic studies of this species are warranted.

18.2  The Evolution of Modern Bed Bugs

Cimex lectularius has a long‐term association with humans, with evidence suggesting the human‐associated 
lineage evolved from the ectoparasites of cave‐dwelling bats (Usinger, 1966; Balvín et al., 2015). Data 
derived from three classes of molecular markers lend support to this hypothesis (Booth et al., 2015), with 
one or more lineages subsequently switching to hominids approximately 245,000 years before present 
(Balvín et al., 2012a). Across the Old World, populations of C. lectularius still exist in association with 
their putative ancestral hosts (Povolný and Usinger, 1966; Usinger, 1966; Balvín et al., 2012a), and recent 
evidence indicates genetic and reproductive isolation between lineages associated with bats and humans 
within homes (Balvín et al., 2012a; Booth et al., 2015). Hybridization experiments between the two host‐associated 
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lineages failed to produce viable offspring, so Wawrocka et al. (2015) concluded that post‐mating barriers 
separate these two lineages. Usinger (1966) reported that C. hemipterus has been found to utilize birds, 
humans, and bats as hosts. With a tropicopolitan distribution, the ancestral origin of C. hemipterus is cur-
rently unknown, but molecular genetic studies of populations on these alternative hosts may clarify the 
evolutionary history of this species.

18.3  Genetic Variation within Populations

At the infestation level, basic population genetic data (such as number of alleles/haplotypes, levels of expected 
and observed heterozygosity, and haplotype/nucleotide diversity) provide information relevant to 
 understanding genetic diversity, and thus potentially the number of introductions into a given structure. 
Careful selection of the most appropriate markers should be made in relation to the question at hand because 
different markers do not necessarily yield the same information (Avise, 2004).

With some exceptions, notably C. lectularius (see Section 18.5), mtDNA has proven useful when inferring 
propagule pressure of invasive populations, given that the presence of multiple mitochondrial lineages 
suggests either several distinct introduction events, or the introduction of a single, genetically diverse prop-
agule (Fitzpatrick et al., 2012). Following the sequencing of 22 spatially distinct infestations in the USA, 
Canada, and Australia at the 16S rRNA gene, Szalanski et al. (2008) observed multiple haplotypes within 
many structures. This finding led the authors to suggest that gene flow among populations was common, and 
that within these countries bed bugs utilized alternative host species that served as reservoirs prior to their 
recent resurgence.

Microsatellite DNA – Mendelian inherited, short tandem repeat sequences dispersed throughout the 
nuclear genome  –  revealed a contrasting picture. A scenario with four or fewer alleles at each locus 
within an infestation is possible only when the founding propagule consisted of a single, singly‐mated 
female, a single sexual pair, or a group of highly related individuals (Scenario A). In contrast, observing 
more than four alleles at two or more loci suggests a single introduction from a genetically diverse source 
population, or multiple introductions from more than one source population (Scenario B). Note, how-
ever, that genetic diversity informs us about the number of genetically distinct introductions but not the 
number of potential introduction events from the same source population. Moreover, extensive use of 
insecticides could selectively eradicate haplotypes that are associated with susceptibility to insecticide, 
and thus obscure the history of unique introductions, as suggested by Dang et al. (2015) in regards to 
C. lectularius in Australia. To date, microsatellite studies have revealed limited within‐infestation genetic 
diversity in human‐associated populations (Table  18.1, Figure  18.1a) (Booth et al., 2012, 2015; Saenz 
et al., 2012; Fountain et al., 2014; Akhoundi et al., 2015; Narain et al., 2015; Raab et al., 2016). As such, 
with four or fewer alleles observed within most infestations (but see Raab et al., 2016), introductions 
appear to follow Scenario A, in contrast to the conclusions of Szalanski et al., (2008). Conversely, 
multiple infestations of the bat‐associated lineage follow Scenario B (Booth et al., 2015), a finding not 
unexpected given their limited exposure to insecticides (see Section 18.5.3), higher prevalence of bed 
bugs in bat roosts, and greater host density permitting more frequent passive dispersal events (Balvín 
et al., 2012b; Bartonička and Růžičková, 2013). Therefore, populations of bat‐associated C. lectularius 
are likely to be more stable than human‐associated populations and likely open to more  frequent 
introductions.

With infestations founded by only one or a few individuals, inbreeding occurs rapidly, elevating genome‐
wide homozygosity and thus exposing recessive deleterious alleles. This may result in one of two potential 
outcomes: population extinction or, conversely, the purging of genetic load. Across seven studies for which 
within‐infestation relatedness (r) could be calculated, the average value within human‐associated populations 
was 0.751 (range 0.636–0.822), whereas within the bat‐associated lineage, the average value was lower 
(r = 0.590) (Table 18.1). To place the significance of these values in context, within an outbred population r is 
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expected to be ~0 between unrelated individuals, whereas between full‐sibling or parent–offspring pairs r 
should be ~0.5. The lower value seen in the bat‐associated lineage reflects increased allelic diversity due to 
more frequent immigration events. However, r is still >0.5, suggesting mating among siblings or parent–
offspring pairs is common. As expected, where population size is small and consanguineous matings common, 
within‐population heterozygosity is low (Table 18.1, Figure 18.1b). These values sharply contrast with within‐
population levels of heterozygosity of another significant human‐commensal pest, the German cockroach 
(Blattella germanica L.) (Figure 18.1b), highlighting the unique nature of population foundation by the bed 
bug. Remarkably, heterotic effects experienced by bed bugs resulting from outbreeding appear short‐lived 
(Fountain et al., 2015). Therefore, inbreeding may actually promote local adaptation through the purging of 
deleterious alleles and the fixation of beneficial gene‐complexes.

18.4  Genetic Variation among Populations

Regardless of host lineage, dispersal outside of contiguous structures relies exclusively on passive events 
tied to the respective host. With the increasing frequency and relative ease of both national and interna-
tional travel, C. lectularius now has a distribution spanning the world’s temperate regions. The bat‐associated 

Table 18.1 Within and among Cimex lectularius infestation population genetic summary statistics

Sample location No. of loci n Average NA He Ho Average r Reference

Within infestation
24 322 2.21 0.229 0.207 0.733 Booth et al., 2012

9 206 1.9 0.265 0.225 0.780 Saenz et al., 2012
8 80 2.83 0.433 0.406 0.636 Narain et al., 2015
6 183 1.81 0.453 NA NA Akhoundi et al., 2015

19 156 1.85 0.231 0.194 0.822 Fountain et al., 2014 A,*
21 63 1.71 0.288 0.273 0.728 Fountain et al., 2014 B,*
20 130 2.42 0.388 0.303 0.590 Booth et al., 2015 C

20 525 2.21 0.166 0.129 0.805 Booth et al., 2015 D

Among infestation
24 322 5.75 0.592 0.214 NA Booth et al., 2012

9 206 10.3 0.779 0.222 NA Saenz et al., 2012
8 80 12 0.800 0.406 NA Narain et al., 2015
6 183 NA 0.307 NA NA Akhoundi et al., 2015

19 156 4.89 0.566 0.194 NA Fountain et al., 2014 A,*
21 63 5.67 0.680 0.266 NA Fountain et al., 2014 B,*
20 187 10.5 0.721 0.306 NA Booth et al., 2015C

20 525 7.5 0.603 0.130 NA Booth et al., 2015D

n, sample size; NA, number of alleles; He, expected heterozygosity; HO, observed heterozygosity; r, relatedness;
* data calculated from DRYAD dataset (doi:10.5061/dryad.cg10d);
A five populations across UK and Australia;
B within London, UK;
C bat‐associated lineage;
D human‐associated lineage.
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lineage, however, has been recorded only in the Old World (Povolny and Usinger, 1966; Balvín et al., 2012b), 
and with the limited likelihood of transatlantic bat migrations (Constantine, 2003), is unlikely to spread 
further by bats.

Nevertheless, bats are often found on ships and shipping containers, and their association with human 
structures could result in eastward and westward dispersal of the bat‐associated bed bug lineage with humans. 
Passive dispersal in association with high population turnover, driven through pest control, has resulted in 
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Figure 18.1 Genetic diversity in Cimex lectularius 
populations: (A) Within and among infestation 
mean number of alleles per locus; (B) Comparison 
of heterozygosities between the Common bed bug 
(C. lectularius) and the German cockroach (B. 
germanica). Hashed bar, expected heterozygosity; 
open bar, observed heterozygosity; Awithin‐
infestation, Bwithin city, Cbat‐associated lineage, 
Dhuman‐associated lineage. Ewithin USA, Fwithin 
Eurasia.
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human‐associated populations existing in highly structured metapopulations, consisting of many island‐like 
populations each founded by a genetically depauperate propagule with limited gene flow among them (Saenz 
et al., 2012; Fountain et al., 2014; Booth et al., 2015).

As multiple distinct metapopulations likely exist within even limited geographic ranges (say, within a city) 
(Rosenfeld et al., 2016), each founded from genetically distinct sources, high levels of structuring in association 
with insufficient sampling of multiple populations within a given metapopulation results in exceptionally high 
values in measures of genetic differentiation, such as FST. Comparisons with other species are difficult to make as 
few species exist in such human‐centered metapopulations where dispersal is restricted to host‐associated move-
ments. The German cockroach and the human louse (Pediculus humanus L.) may be the only species to which 
comparisons are possible. Therefore, when we compare overall FST values, for example, for B. germanica:

 ● Crissman et al., 2010: 0.048
 ● Booth et al., 2011: 0.171
 ● Vargo et al., 2014: 0.026–0.391

with those found in bed bugs (Table 18.1; Range: 0.472–0.718), the latter represent extreme levels of differen-
tiation. Even in P. humanus, FST values in this upper range are only recorded between ecotypes; in other 
words, head versus body lice (FST = 0.409, Ascunce et al., 2013).

When mtDNA genes are considered, diversity appears moderate to high, regardless of scale (regional or 
continental). For example, haplotype diversity at Cytochrome Oxidase I (COI) is comparable within two US 
states (0.698 ± 0.052 in Oklahoma and Kansas, Booth and Grant Robison, The University of Tulsa, Department 
of Biological Science, Tulsa, unpublished results) and across Europe (0.693 ± 0.057; Balvín et al., 2012). 
Variation within the bat‐associated lineage shows slightly elevated values (0.797 ± 0.020; Booth et al., 2015). 
A similar pattern of lower diversity within the human‐associated lineage versus the bat‐associated lineage in 
Europe is observed at the rRNA 16S gene (Balvín et al., 2012a; Booth et al., 2015). As bats likely represent the 
ancestral host, greater genetic diversity in the bat‐associated lineage is not surprising (Booth et al., 2015).

When allelic diversity across populations is compared over scales ranging from single multi‐apartment 
buildings (Booth et al., 2012; Raab et al., 2016) to cities or even continents (Saenz et al., 2012; Fountain et al., 
2014; Booth et al., 2015; Akhoundi et al., 2015; Narain et al., 2015), the species‐level gene pool is diverse 
(Figure 18.1a). Following an apparently global population decline in the 1950s, and the resurgence of two spe-
cies concurrently, it is unlikely that the recent resurgence was driven by a single diverse source population, but 
instead more likely that multiple propagules from a genetically diverse region in which populations of both 
species persisted were reintroduced globally. Given that populations of both species have been present in high 
densities in Africa prior to the global resurgence (Newberry and Jansen, 1986; Newberry et al., 1987; Newberry 
and Mchunu, 1989; Newberry, 1990), it is possible that this continent represents the source of today’s resur-
gence. Future genetic studies should therefore prioritize the collection of samples from across Africa as part 
of a global investigation. The likelihood that resurgence did not result from multiple local sources is also sup-
ported by the absence of detectable patterns of isolation by distance over large geographic scales (Table 18.2, 
but see Saenz et al., 2012 which potentially resulted from samples collected along a frequently travelled inter-
state route). Locally, a metagenomic single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis, from environmental 
swabs collected across New York City, suggests higher relatedness among populations in close proximity (say, 
linked by subway lines), whereas differentiation occurred among boroughs (Rosenfeld et al., 2016).

18.5  Mitochondrial Heteroplasmy

Mitochondrial DNA has long been utilized as an informative marker in studies of phylogeography, population 
genetics, and invasion biology. This has been due to the inherent properties considered characteristic of 
mtDNA, specifically a relatively high mutation rate, uniparental inheritance, homoplasmy, and a lack of 
recombination (Avise, 2000). However, in recent years it has come to light that these characteristics may not 
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be universal across species, and in cases where these “laws” are violated, the utility of mtDNA as a marker of 
genetic structure is compromised (White et al., 2008). With advances in DNA sequencing technologies and 
the ability to accurately identify low‐frequency variants, reports of heteroplasmy (having two or more distinct 
mitochondrial lineages present within a cell) are increasing. At the population or individual level hetero-
plasmy is often rare (White et al., 2008); but in the bed bug, it appears to be geographically widespread and 
pervasive (Robison et al., 2015).

18.5.1 Variation in Heteroplasmy across Host Lineages and Among Populations

MtDNA heteroplasmy has been identified across two continents (North America and Europe) and in both 
host lineages (Booth et al., 2015; Robison et al., 2015). Among the human‐associated lineage it has been found 
to range from 17% of infestations (south central USA; Robison et al., 2015) to 28.8% (Europe; Booth et al., 
2015), whereas in the bat‐associated lineage it was found in 21.6% of populations (Booth et al., 2015). Robison 
et al. (2015) further assessed the frequency of heteroplasmic variants within individual bed bugs, and found 
uncharacteristic patterns in comparison to previous studies of heteroplasmy in other systems. Assessing het-
eroplasmic individuals from five infestations collected in Oklahoma and Missouri, each were found to possess 
two mtDNA variants in an approximate 2:1 ratio. Within infestations, some nymphs were also found to be 
differentially homoplasmic for the variants of heteroplasmic adult females, suggesting that transitions occur 
from heteroplasmy to homoplasmy. Other individuals have been found to harbor as many as five distinct 
mtDNA variants, but three variants appeared in low frequency (accounting for 8% of the total variants) 
(Robison and Booth, unpublished results). It should be noted that the methods for heteroplasmy detection 
employed here, namely Sanger sequencing of one to two genes, likely underestimates the true rate of hetero-
plasmy, as variants in other genes may be present. Furthermore, the ability to detect low‐frequency variants 
may be limited. As such, future whole mitogenome studies utilizing next‐generation sequencing technology 
may reveal a rate higher than currently reported. Preliminary studies of “families” generated from differen-
tially homoplasmic laboratory colonies support paternal leakage as the mechanism underlying heteroplasmy 
(Booth, Vargo and Schal, unpublished results).

Table 18.2 Among Cimex lectularius infestation measures of genetic differentiation.

Sample location
Number of  
populations

Approx.  
distance (km) FST

Pairwise FST 
range

Isolation by 
distance Reference

Raleigh, NC and  
Jersey City, NJ, USA

3 680 0.472 0.176–0.597 NA Booth et al., 2012*

Eastern USA 21 2,000 0.68 0.325–0.983 P <0.0001 Saenz et al., 2012
Nebraska and Kansas  
City, USA

10 265 0.481 0.193–0.742 NA Narain et al., 2015

France 14 900 0.556 0.004–0.862 NS Akhoundi et al., 2015
UK 13 43.4 0.592 −0.035–0.764 NS Fountain et al., 2014**
UK & Australia 5 17,000 0.709 0.492–0.834 NA Fountain et al., 2014**
Europe – Bat lineage 14 2,300 0.468 0.031–0.659 NS Booth et al., 2015
Europe – Human lineage 55 2,300 0.718 0.078–0.982 NS Booth et al., 2015

Approx. distance (km) is approximate distance between most distant infestations;
NA, data not available;
NS, not significant,
* calculated across five STRUCTURE defined populations,
** data calculated from DRYAD dataset (doi:10.5061/dryad.cg10d).
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18.5.2 Implications of Heteroplasmy

The presence of heteroplasmy has the potential to significantly impact mtDNA‐based analyses through the 
generation of phylogenetic uncertainty resulting from the inability to identify individual haplotypes in a het-
eroplasmic sequence (White et al., 2008). While there are methods to separate haplotypes and thus derive 
distinct haplotypes from heterozygous genotypes, this is difficult in practice without PCR product cloning 
and re‐sequencing. Analysis of populations may therefore require the exclusion of heteroplasmic individuals 
(see, for example, Booth et al., 2015), the elimination of ambiguous nucleotide sites, or the coding of ambigu-
ous sites as a fifth character state.

In C. lectularius, microsatellite studies suggest that the majority of infestations follow Scenario A (see 
Section 18.3), predicting the occurrence of a single mtDNA haplotype per infestation. However, when sam-
ples from a multi‐apartment building, previously inferred to have resulted from a single introduction (Booth 
et al., 2012), were sequenced at the COI gene, five mtDNA haplotypes were identified and heteroplasmy was 
found to be common (Robison and Booth, unpublished results). The strongly supported inference through 
highly polymorphic nuclear markers of a single introduction, coupled with the understanding that hetero-
plasmy is pervasive in this species, questions the use of mtDNA for inferring bed bug invasion history and the 
dating of host‐associated lineage divergence.

18.5.3 Insecticide Resistance, kdr, and Geographic Variation

Although several mechanisms of insecticide resistance have been documented in C. lectularius (see, for example, 
Adelman et al., 2011; Koganemaru et al., 2013; see also Chapter 29), knockdown resistance (kdr) has been inves-
tigated most extensively at the population level. One or more mutations occur in the voltage‐sensitive sodium 
channel α‐subunit gene, resulting in the modification of the amino acid sequence and lower sensitivity of the 
target site to pyrethroid insecticides. In C. lectularius, three mutations have been found. Two are  geographically 
widespread: V419L (valine to leucine) and L925I (leucine to isoleucine) (Yoon et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2010; Vargo 
et al., 2011; Booth et al., 2015; Dang et al., 2015; Palenchar et al., 2015; Raab et al., 2016; Holleman and Booth, The 
University of Tulsa, Department of Biological Science, Tulsa, unpublished results). These were detected in infesta-
tions across the USA, Europe, Middle East, and Australia. A third mutation, I936F (isoleucine to phenylalanine), 
was identified in Australia and Israel (Dang et al., 2015; Palenchar et al., 2015). Note that the former amino acid 
in each is the wild type and is associated with susceptibility, whereas the latter is associated with resistance.

Independent of their contribution to insecticide resistance, it may be possible to view these mutations as 
informative markers in population genetic studies. For example, within the USA, haplotype B (419 susceptible, 
925 resistant) and haplotype C (419 resistant, 925 resistant) are prevalent (32.3% and 57.1%, respectively) 
(Figure 18.2). In contrast, within Europe, haplotype B dominates (90%); A was found in 4%, C in 2.0%, and the 
remaining 4% represented populations heterozygous for haplotypes A and B. Within a complex of two high‐rise 
apartment buildings in Paris, France, samples collected from 26 apartments exhibited only haplotype B (Durand 
et al., 2012). Samples collected in Israel were comparable to those in Europe (92% haplotype B, 8% haplotype C). 
In contrast, haplotype A (419 susceptible, 925 susceptible) is the only haplotype detected in the bat‐associated 
lineage (Booth et al., 2015), providing evidence that it represents the ancestral haplotype. This is consistent with 
microsatellite and mtDNA data, indicating that contemporary gene‐flow between host‐associated lineages is 
absent or minimal, and that it is unlikely that bat‐associated populations provide propagules for human‐associ-
ated infestations. Furthermore, the lack of broad homogeneity of the haplotypes across sampled regions suggests 
that movement between the Old World and New World populations may be limited. Within the USA alone, 
while samples at present are from only 25 of 50 states and sample size across various states is often small and 
spatially uneven (Figure 18.2), it is clear that regions such as the east and west coasts exhibit high diversity, with 
all haplotypes present despite relatively limited sampling. Within the south‐central USA, in contrast, only hap-
lotypes B and C have been detected, despite larger sample sizes (Figure 18.2). From this asymmetrical pattern of 
diversity, we may speculate that patterns of dispersal differ markedly across geographic regions.
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18.6  Future Directions in Bed Bug Population Genetics

It is clear that while significant advances have been made in our understanding of the population genetics of 
C. lectularius, these represent the tip of the iceberg. With the recent publication of its genome (Benoit et al., 
2016; Rosenfeld et al., 2016), the bed bug looks poised to become an important model organism for the study 
of a suite of evolutionary processes. Nevertheless, a number of areas still lack clarity. These include defining 
genetic associations among globally distributed populations, and understanding the temporal and spatial pat-
terns of kdr mutation frequency, from the apartment level to the global scale. Studies using genome‐wide 
markers such as SNPs to identify sources of resurgent populations are critical and may shed light on the evo-
lution of resistance in this species. Taking advantage of the sequenced genome to identify genes underlying 
host‐associated lineage differentiation represents an exciting area for future investigation. Likewise, identify-
ing the mechanisms that underlie heteroplasmy may revolutionize our understanding of eukaryote mitochon-
drial inheritance.
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